Let’s Make a Yeti

Materials
- empty clean tin
- pens
- scrap card
- scissors
- sticky tape
- 2x cardboard tubes/toilet roll
- a white(ish) carrier bag

1. Use your sticky tape to cover the sharp inside lip of the can. Make sure an adult helps you and checks it is safe.

2. Shred your carrier bag into pieces, use scissors to help you.

3. Get a bit of sticky tape about 10cm long and sticky bits of the bag. Stick your line of carrier bag onto the tin can, starting at the bottom. You are making the layers of fur. Put the very last layer on the other way up so your yeti has sticky up hair that covers the top of the tin.

4. Cut one toilet roll in half and use each piece to make two long yeti arms.

5. Cover your arms with fur like you did the tin can.
Now stick your arms to either side of the body using tape.

Use your second toilet roll to make the feet. Cut it in half and shape each piece into giant feet. Use tape to stick feet to bottom of can.

Draw your yeti face on a piece of scrap card using colour pens. Cut out.

You might want to add some fur to the chin using little bits of your carrier bag. Stick these on with a glue stick.

Finally attach your yeti face with a sticky tape pad. Take a bit of tape, about 5cm, and fold it over so the sticky is on the outside and makes a sticky loop you can use to attach your face.

Now enjoy your Yeti!